
CherryIrrigation
Quality that growsIRRIGATION DESIGNER

A leading irrigation business that specialises in the design and 
implementation of agricultural irrigation systems in South Africa, 
Namibia and Angola has an exciting career opportunity for an 
irrigation designer.

Based at the company’s headquarters in Grabouw in South 
Africa’s Western Cape and travelling as required, the successful 
candidate will join a team of designers responsible for 
topographical surveys, preliminary and final designs, quotations 
as well as project planning and implementation. A strong 
emphasis is placed on client service and good communication, in 
line with our company values of teamwork, adaptability, respect 
and commitment.
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Carrying out topographical surveys and pegging out designs 
using GPS equipment

Designing different irrigation systems (drip, micro, sprinkler, 
centre pivots), pump stations and fertigation systems

Generating and integrating designs, detailed drawings, data 
sheets and reports required for design documentation

Creating technical drawings and design layouts using relevant 
computer software, preferably IrriMaker

Producing the bill of materials for each design 
and compiling quotations

Interpreting drawings to ensure that technical field staff follow 
the correct design during installation

Assisting other designers with problem solving

Maintaining a technical database of equipment used

Ensuring adherence to procedures, design specifications and 
SABS/ISO standards as well as safety and other requirements 
typical of irrigation installations

Specific duties:
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South Africa  • Namibia  • Angola

Minimum requirement: National Senior Certificate (Grade 12) 
with mathematics

A relevant tertiary qualification (e.g. civil/mechanical/agricultural 
engineering) is preferred

Completion of the SABI Irrigation Design Course (D3) and/or 
registration as a SABI Approved Designer will be an advantage

Prior GPS survey experience is required

At least two years’ experience with irrigation systems, including 
knowledge of materials used, correct execution of work, carrying 
out site surveys and irrigation design (concepts, planning of 
layouts, presentation of drawings)

Solid computer literacy (including Modelmaker/IrriMaker/ 
AutoCAD/SOLIDWORKS/SketchUp, etc.)

Good general knowledge of crops and irrigation practices

The ability to communicate well with clients and co-workers, 
and to work as part of a team as well as independently

Strong project and personal management ability (from project 
planning to completion, with budget and timing awareness)

Willingness and ability to travel away from Grabouw for work in 
other areas if required

A valid driver’s licence

Requirements:

A market-related remuneration package will be offered, linked 
to the appointed candidate’s qualifications and experience. 

The company reserves the right to not make an appointment 
should no suitable candidate apply.

If you are interested in this exciting career opportunity, please send an 
updated CV, including the contact details of at least two references, to 
info@cherryirrigation.com. 

Closing date for applications: Tuesday 18 February 2020


